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Delivering premier protocol analysis and network
diagnostics for complex LTE, IMS, and 5G networks
Mobile networks have evolved to LTE where voice and data services all reside
in one high-speed, IP/Ethernet EPC and OFDM-based radio access network, and
investigations are underway for 5G networks supporting the Internet of Things
(IoT). Satisfying new requirements for monitoring and troubleshooting LTE radio
access and core networks requires a flexible and powerful protocol analyzer solution.
The VIAVI Signaling Analyzer for LTE maximizes the effectiveness of engineers who
develop, plan, install, optimize, and troubleshoot complex LTE networks, enabling a
high quality of experience to be delivered to users of the LTE networks.
Comprehensive LTE technology support
The SART platform provides industry-leading, comprehensive, technology
coverage of LTE-based networks, as well as providing test and analysis of
LTE network interoperability with other mobile networks. The LTE-specific
technology coverage covers the following areas:
LTE
SART for LTE provides comprehensive support for LTE interfaces including
the following: S1-MME, X2, S6a/S6d, S13/S13’, S7a/S7d, SGi, S5/S8, S11/S4,
S3/ S10/S16, S2a and S2b. The platform is regularly updated to support the
latest 3GPP-defined protocol updates, with current support for 3GPP R12,
released March 2015. SART for LTE provides users with a unified call trace
functionality, automatically building call traces that traverse 2G/3G/LTE
and IMS networks.

Key Features
y Provides end-to-end support for
the entire LTE, IMS, and 5G (IoT)
technology lifecycle
y Distributed probing/hardware
intelligence for speed, scaling,
and cost-efficient analysis
y Multi-user architecture for
dramatic acceleration of
troubleshooting and
enhanced savings
y Correlation and analysis of LTE
protocol signaling messages
produced by multiple network
interfaces
y Comprehensive real-time LTE
measurements against standardsbased key performance indicators
(KPIs)

Applications
y Real-time LTE network
performance monitoring
y Real-time/historical LTE
network diagnostics and issue
troubleshooting

LTE: Narrowband IoT
SART Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) provides full support of 3GPP R13 (released September 2016) NB-IoT defined
interfaces: T6a, T6b, T6ai, T6bi, and S6t. The platform is also regularly updated to support IoT standards as they
evolve from LTE in 3GPP R13 toward 5G Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) in R15. The SART functionality includes the
identification of the NB-IoT category and interface as depicted in the figure below. 3GPP R13 defines two NB-IoT
categories for devices: M1 and NB1. The M1 category is for NB-IoT devices that require higher NB throughput (1 MB
UL & DL), VoLTE and mobility. Connected Cars are a good example of an M1 type of device. NB-IoT category NB1
are for more fixed devices like sensors that only require kilobytes of throughput. SART identifies these devices and
from which interfaces they were identified.

VoLTE + IMS
The SART platform provides critical insight into VoLTE voice quality, delivering RTP-based metrics such as MOS,
R-Factor, packet loss, jitter, and latency. Periods of one-way audio are also detected. Additionally, statistics are
provided on a per EPS (VoLTE) bearer, and users can drill down from bearers into actual call packets with the SART
“Call Trace” functionality. Concurrent NAS and SIP deciphering enables the grouping of VoLTE calls with parent calls.
Contained within comprehensive IMS interface support, SART for LTE provides full decodes of DIAMETER, H.248,
COPS and SIGTRAN traffic, as well as call tracing for SIP/SDP, SIGTRAN, and SUA.
Voice + Video over WiFi
Leveraging the IMS network infrastructure, many service providers are offloading traffic from the LTE radio access
network by introducing Voice and Video over WiFi. The SART platform includes decode and unified call trace
support for Voice/Video over WiFi, specifically analyzing control plane interfaces (S2b, S6b, SWa, SWm and SWx)
for “Trusted Wifi access”.

Signaling Advisor example Voice/Video over WiFi analysis
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Functionality that can quickly identify and solve problems in complex LTE networks
Automatic Configuration and Deciphering
SART for LTE remote clients can connect, auto-configure (for the connected technology/interface) and begin
analysis in minutes. The solution also performs automatic deciphering of (for example) S1 NAS links, and applies
flexible methods to ensure successful testing with IPSec decryption.
Statistics to Quickly identify Areas of Poor Performance
SART for LTE graphical statistics and key performance indicators (KPIs) help visualize various informational and
network performance elements, such as call/session success ratios, signaling, and call/session load, failure cause
value distributions, cause value rates, user-plane performance, and service-delivery degradation.
Quick Problem Diagnosis with Just Three Mouse-Clicks
SART for LTE offers very efficient troubleshooting functionality that lets users find network problems and service
degradations in just three mouse clicks. Start by enabling the graphical call trace engine. Then, the phase graphics
will display call and session events in various icons and color codes so you can immediately select which sessions
to focus your troubleshooting efforts. Finally, by clicking on the call trace line item, you are taken straight into the
message and decodes window in order to analyze a specific call/session.

Signaling Advisor example LTE analysis
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Functionality that lowers total cost of ownership (TCO)
High Performance, High Density, Data Access
The SART for LTE 10 GigE/1 GigE data access interface card is a next-generation design providing full packet capture
and analysis of Ethernet based traffic at up to 40 Gbps with zero packet loss for all frame sizes (from 64 to 10,000
bytes). The SART for LTE solution can be configured as a field portable unit, and in this instance, two such interface
cards can be supported, and traffic from multiple ports in the network is captured and merged into a single analysis
stream. For distributed solution use cases, the DNA HD probe is also a high density data access solution, each unit
capable of supporting up to sixteen 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet ports.
Data Access Solution Re-Use
SART for LTE supports data collection from xSIGHT Traffic Agents (TSAs). xSIGHT is a network-wide, 24x7, network
and service assurance solution. Making use of TSAs for data access significantly reduces the SART for LTE solution
costs and increases the ROI from the xSIGHT TSAs. When using TSAs, SART for LTE can automatically copy the
configuration information from the TSA and populate the SART configuration tables, as well as extract the
enrichment data held by the TSA for each packet.
Multi-User Operation
The multi-user SART for LTE solution enables high-performance multi-client analysis with several clients in a single
solution. All clients can simultaneously, yet fully independently, access measurements flowing through the same
hardware platform without impacting or limiting overall system performance. This solution provides the most
flexible, truly scalable and high-performance approach to multi-user functionality available today.
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Signaling Advisor: uniquely flexible and scalable industry-leading solution
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Use Models Covering Lab and Field
The SART for LTE solution can be configured to address use models covering both laboratory and field operations.
For lab use cases, the ideal configuration is for the SART for LTE software and 10 GigE/1GigE data access interface
to both be installed in a standard off-the-shelf server. When a field dispatch use case is required, then the software
and 10 GigE/1 GigE interface card can be deployed in the ACME Netpac Portable Server, a portable, rugged, server
package specifically designed for such field dispatch use cases.

Signaling Advisor Field Portable Solution

For use cases where a distributed network solution is required, the SART for LTE software, installed in a centrallylocated server, can connect to remotely-located DNA HD probes or xSIGHT TSA agents (where an xSIGHT solution
is already deployed). Where xSIGHT TSA agents are deployed in an NFV virtualized environment, SART for LTE can
also be used for the monitoring and troubleshooting of NFV-based LTE networks. SART for LTE to be used for the
monitoring and troubleshooting of NFV-based LTE networks.
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